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Factor investing is a rule-based strategy for selecting stocks with attributes linked to potentially 1higher
returns or reduced risk. The core idea behind factor investing is to know which specific factors, beyond
the overall market, make some investments perform better or worse and target those factors in a rule-
based manner.

One can target multiple factors, but some of the most commonly tracked factors are Momentum, Alpha,
Low Volatility, Quality, and Value.

Add Alpha to your Portfolio

2Jenson’s Alpha is the difference between the actual returns of a stock/portfolio and those that 
could have been earned on a benchmark portfolio with the same amount of risk.

Source- NSE. For detailed methodology, refer to https://www.niftyindices.com/Methodology/Method_NIFTY_Equity_Indices.pdf. 
#Free Float Market Capitalization. ^Effective date

1MSCI Foundations of factor investing
2Jenson’s alpha- Rp-return generated by the stock, Rf- Risk free rate, B- Stocks Beta, Rm- expected market return.

What is an Alpha strategy?

In simple terms, 2Alpha is expressed as the excess returns 
in relation to the market after adjusting for risk.

Basic Premise

The alpha factor strategically invests in securities displaying 
significant alpha compared to the market, and it systematically exits 
those positions as its alpha diminishes.

About Nifty Alpha 50 Index

^Exercise repeated 
every 3 months –
Mar, Jun, Sep and 
Dec to determine 

entry and exit 
of stocks  

Stock Universe
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Top 300 stocks 
based on 

#M.cap
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listing history 
of 1 year

Top 50 companies 
with the highest 

2Alpha

Proportional to 
Alpha score

300



Performance: The Nifty Alpha 50 index has historically delivered an alpha of ~5% over the Nifty 50 Index on
a 3- and 5-year rolling return basis. As of the end of 30th Sep 2023, the Nifty Alpha 50 Index delivered
~17% return vs ~12% by Nifty 50 on a 3-year rolling return basis.

Adapts to changing market conditions: Different sectors perform differently across various
market/business cycles. The Alpha strategy adapts to the changing market conditions to leverage
compelling investment opportunities.

Complementing strategy to a broad-market exposure fund: The Alpha strategy is an aggressive strategy
and would complement a broad-market exposure fund. It may potentially enhance portfolio return.

Source- NSE. Data as of the close of 01st April 2005 to 30th September 2023. Performance results may have inherent limitations, and no
representation is being made that any investor will or is likely to achieve. Past performance may or may not be sustained in the future.

Why add exposure to the Alpha factor?

The Alpha factor can be 
a proxy for Sector 

/Market capitalization 
rotation strategy

Historical Return 
outperformance vs 

broader indices

Adding Alpha to Beta 
in a rule-based 

manner may enhance 
portfolio returns

Who should invest?

Investors with a 
high-risk 
appetite

Investors 
exploring factor-
based investing

Investors seeking to 
add aggressive 

strategy to their 
portfolio


